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ACTIVITIES

Archi Blocs
A new take on building games that puts the accent on fun.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

190 x 235 mm
19,99 €
From 4 years old

Key Features
• A game inspired by Montessori teaching methods.
• A boxed set: one book and twelve building blocks: hundreds of constructions are
possible.
• It helps awaken children's creativity, it develops the logic and the memory but also
motor skills and balance.
• A perfect and original gift!

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Complex), Chinese
(Simplified), Dutch, Flemish,
Italian, Korean

Contents
In the book, game ideas with dozens of models to construct to awaken young
imaginations. It’s not just a question of playing with blocks and matching the pictures on their surface. It’s also an open game – without rules – offering hundreds
of possible imaginary creations. Younger and older children will find something to
arouse their interest, according to their abilities.
After playing, the blocks go back into the box in a jiffy! Archi-blocs invite children
to think rather than copy a model. Inspired by the teaching methods of Froebel,
Montessori and Reggio, who were convinced of children’s huge creative and inventive powers when they are given material that offers multiple experiences. The
parent has a privileged role to play in this activity: as a guide, a helping hand, a
partner in play. Parents will have as much fun as their offspring!
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ACTIVITIES

Un jeu
A game that stimulates children's imagination!

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Key Features

25 pages
18,90 €
From 3 years old

• Cards designed by Hervé Tullet.

RIGHTS SOLD

Basque, Chinese (Complex),
Chinese (Simplified), English
(US), English (World), German,
Japanese

• Several levels of difficulty: cards with 3 spots are easy, cards with 6 spots
a little more tricky.

Contents
For 2 to 6 players aged 3 to 8. By selecting coloured pawns by chance and
completing the cards in order, children are encouraged to learn logical developments, rhythms and colour combinations. And it’s beautiful, into the bargain!
The winner is the player who completes the highest number of cards by
placing discs of three colours.
25 double-sided game cards.
90 red, blue and yellow discs.
Instruction sheet.
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ACTIVITIES

Un mémo
HERVE TULLET

Memorize shapes and patterns to make pairs.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

148 x 105 mm
44 pages
13,90 €
From 2 years old

Key Features
• Imagination and interactivity: Hervé Tullet's name has become a reference in this
sector.
• 2 years after Un jeu (+6000 copies sold) a new game full of surprises signed
Hervé Tullet.
• Hervé Tullet breathes new life into a simple, basic game!

RIGHTS SOLD

Basque, Castilian, Chinese (Simplified), English (World), Italian,
Polish

Contents
Link cards together to form paths: a two-in-one game full of surprises!
36 cards and the rules of the game.

Author
HERVE TULLET
Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre (2 million copies sold
worldwide, 32 langages), Couleurs and On joue. Creator of about
50 children's books, Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises when
he meets children and the magic also works througt his muchawaited books.
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ACTIVITIES

Dessine !
HERVE TULLET

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

A mini workshop with lots of ideas for building artists. It's up
to you now!

213 x 113 mm

Key Features

13,90 €
From 3 years old

• An original nice creative game.
• A box with 65 xards, 6 pochoirs.

Contents
RIGHTS SOLD

Basque, Castilian, Dutch, Flemish, Italian

In the box you'll find:
30 "What to Draw" cards
30 "How to Draw" cards
A dice
Stencils
A rulebook
Just grab a blank piece of paper and a few crayons, and you're good to go! Have
fun, create, and play around as you draw cards and follow the instructions.
Draw... a tree... very small... red...
Draw... a triangle... with your eyes closed... three times...
Draw... waves... sideways... super fast!
When you're done, show your piece to the other players, then draw some more!
The possibilities are endless!

Author
HERVE TULLET
Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre (2 million copies sold
worldwide, 32 langages), Couleurs and On joue. Creator of about
50 children's books, Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises when
he meets children and the magic also works througt his muchawaited books.
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ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

6 pages
14,99 €
From 5 years old

Mes premiers jeux de l'oie
Two formats of books containing snakes and ladders board
games, to have fun wherever you are !
Key Features
• Various snakes and ladders boards for girls and boys.
• Entertaining and original themes: the diabolical farm, mission planet in peril, the
knights' attack, ready, steady... go!, in the forest of tales.
• Dice included in the cover: handy for playing wherever you are, on the train or
in the car!

RIGHTS SOLD

• Pawns that can be stored away in the cover.

Castilian, Italian, Portuguese,
Slovenian

Contents
With the first throw of the dice, young players name the colour the dice landed
on and move the goose the number of squares between the start and the colour
on the board. At the second throw, the player moves the goose the number of
squares indicated on the dice.
If there’s an instruction on this square, the player obeys before their partner takes
their turn. The first to reach 30 has won. An early initiation to snakes and ladders
adapted to the youngest players with shorter boards (30 squares instead of 63) and
entertaining, positive instructions (the child always moves forward rather than being
sent back or missing a turn.)
Small format and large format.
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ACTIVITIES

Petits jeux autour du monde
Gwé

5 games to take with you wherever you go... and share!
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Key Features
• Brightly coloured boards, rich in detail.

19,99 €
From 4 years old

• Easy to bring with the child everywhere.
• Original production feature - dice incorporated.

Contents
RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Complex), Chinese
(Simplified), Dutch, English
(World), Flemish, Italian, Korean,
Portuguese, Spanish (World)

5 game boards in a book:-2 mazes: Beneath the Coral Sea and Lost on the Ice
Floe-1 squares game: At the Summit of the Mountain-1 snakes and ladders:
Treasure in the Amazon Rain Forest-1 directions game: Where is the Oasis?For 2-6
players. Average game: 15 minutes.2 dice in the book and 16 repositionable pawns
– perfect for playing on a car or train journey.

Illustrator
Gwé
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ACTIVITIES

Petits jeux à partager
Comical brain-teasers, fun and games to share.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Key Features

10 pages
19,99 €
From 4 years old

• A game book with 5 different theme boards containing: 1 hopscotch board game,
2 goose game with different themes.
• Brightly coloured boards, rich in detail.
• Easy to bring with the child everywhere.
• Original production features - dice incorporated.

RIGHTS SOLD

Castilian, Chinese (Simplified),
English (World), Flemish, Italian,
Portuguese

Contents
Adventure!
Your path is strewn with traps! The players will have to jump on a lama's back, cross
a bridge suspended over a precipice, frighten a gorilla and try not to fall into the
red abyss...
Protect the animals
Track the poachers to save the baby koalas, help the crocodiles in Siam to cross the
river, Watch over an albatross nest...
1 snakes and ladders revisited - Snakes and Giraffes!
1 Ludo game, 'My littles Ponies'
The games are designed for 2-6 players
Average game lasts 10 minutes
2 dice and 8 apwns incorporated
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ACTIVITIES

À l'hôpital

Marie-Odile FORDACQ

A game in a book to discover the medical universe.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

245 x 285 mm
13,99 €
From 3 years old

Key Features
• Pieces to detach and assemble easily: a 3D ambulance, a child in a wheelchair, a
child with a crutch, a doctor, a nurse.
• A unique toy-in-a-book: the first carousel book that can be transformed into a
hospital.
• It helps children to enrich vocabulary as well as to understand the medical universe.

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified), Italian

Contents
To understand how a hospital works, what they do there, the care provided… the
child follows the characters who appear on page after page from the emergency
service to the day they leave hospital.

Author
Marie-Odile FORDACQ
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ACTIVITIES

Au château fort
Marion Marion

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The first game-book giving factual information about the daily
lives of knights in their castle.

245 x 285 mm

Key Features

13,99 €
From 3 years old

• A favourite theme.
• Pieces to detach and assemble easily: 2 knights, 1 princess, 1 3D catapult and a
horse.
• A unique toy-in-a-book: the first carousel book that can be transformed into a
fortified castle.

RIGHTS SOLD

Dutch, Flemish

Contents
A book that opens up to form a carousel to animate with easy-to-assemble elements. Each double page represents a scene of life in a castle: the court, the dungeons, training, the attack, celebrating victory. eces to detach and assemble let the
child play by animating the scenes. An enjoyable activity and a learning tool on a
theme kiddies love.

Illustrator
Marion Marion
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ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

245 x 285 mm
10 pages
13,99 €

À la caserne des pompiers
What do firefighters do? Children will find out in this highly
interactive book that comes with play pieces so they can reenact exciting scenes! The first book ever that transforms into
a fire station!
Key Features
• Early learning notions : facts about firefighters, develops the imagination by
inviting kids to invent stories.

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan, English (World), Italian,
Spanish (World)

• Firefighters, a favourite theme with this age group.
• Detechable pieces to make 3 firefighters, one 3D fire engine and one rescue
ladder.
• A unique book and toy that transforms into a fire station.

Contents
A book-toy that opens into a carousel with easy-to-make moving features. A first
non-fiction book and game on the everyday life of fire fighters, in the fire station
and on call. Each double page represents one area of the station. Kiddies will bring
it to life with firemen figures and 3D engines. There’s a lot to learn about one of
their all-time favourite subjects in this informative and enjoyable book.
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ACTIVITIES

Points Points
Hervé Tullet

Draw a dot. Draw a little dot. Draw a big dot…
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

220 x 220 mm
140 pages
9,90 €
From 3 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Key Features
• Hervé Tullet invites children to draw in a notebook that's dancing with dots!
• With a nod to his previous books, Un livre, On joue? and Oh! Un livre qui fait de
sons… this activity book is a space of enjoyable, inspiring creativity.
• Dots, lines, swirls and scribbles... Hervé Tullet's drawings are accessible to the
youngest children.

Contents
Endless pleasure drawing dots, lines, scribbles, curls, circles... Each page gives a
different and entertaining instruction. This activity book is a symphony of shapes
and colours that will make children long to draw!

Author
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Hervé Tullet
After studying at Art school, Hervé Tullet worked as an art
director for about ten years (1981-1992). He then moved on
to communication and advertising. In 1990, he did his first
illustrations for the press in France and abroad and published his
first children’s book in 1994.
Since then, he has devoted all his time to illustration and painting.
A great fan of children’s literature, he has two sons and a young
daughter who never fail to inspire him. Hervé Tullet is known
for his prodigious versatility, from directing ad campaigns to
designing fabric for Hermès. But his real love is working with
children, for whom he has published dozens of books, including
the NYT bestsellers Un livre (2 million copies sold Worldwide, 32
languages), Couleurs, and On joue. He lives in Harlem, New York
City.

ACTIVITIES

À toi de gribouiller !
HERVE TULLET

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

275 x 320 mm
64 pages
9,90 €
From 2 years old

A drawing book for all little artists who love to colour and
draw and are full of ideas !
Key Features
• A large format that's comfortable to work with and heavy paper that can take
pastel, felt tips, pencils or paint.
• Well-known artist, Hervé Tullet, whose humor and talent encourages tiny tots to
complete their drawings.
• A lovely gift book at an attractive price.

RIGHTS SOLD

Castilian, Catalan, Chinese
(Simplified), English (GB),
English (US), Estonian, Hebrew,
Italian, Korean, Latvian, Russian

Contents
A drawing book that is entirely devised around scribbiling, and so is absolutely
ideal for the young! The little readers are invited to doodle in the images created
by Hervé Tullet: first of all, wherever they want, then, bit by bit, in images that they
have to complete. In this fashion, they create trees, flowers and clouds, make it
rain and show the sun coming out, put out fires and a real springboard for the
imagination!

Author
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HERVE TULLET
After studying at Art school, Hervé Tullet worked as an art
director for about ten years (1981-1992). He then moved on to
communication and advertising. In 1990, he did his first illustrations
for the press in France and abroad and published his first children’s
book in 1994.
Since then, he has devoted all his time to illustration and painting.
A great fan of children’s literature, he has two sons and a young
daughter who never fail to inspire him. Hervé Tullet is known for
his prodigious versatility, from directing ad campaigns to designing
fabric for Hermès. But his real love is working with children, for
whom he has published dozens of books, including the NYT
bestsellers Un livre (2 million copies sold Worldwide, 32

ACTIVITIES

Batailles de couleurs
HERVE TULLET

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

275 x 320 mm
64 pages
9,90 €
From 2 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Castilian, Catalan, Chinese
(Simplified), Czech, Estonian,
Hebrew, Italian, Korean, Latvian,
Lithuanian, Russian

Ready for the battle? A battle of coloured pencils, that is,
where one, two, three or four can compete, scribbling away
and colouring in like mad, having a whale of a time... and
suddenly, without knowing it, you have a pile of drawings!
Key Features
• A large format that's comfotable to work with and heavy paper that can pastel,
felt tips, pencils or paint.
• A well-known artists, Hervé Tullet, whose humour and talent encourages tiny tots
to complete their drawings.
• A lovely gift book at an attractive price that will result in an album of drawings
parents will want to keep!

Contents
Battle, a spontaneous and sometimes aggressive line is the departure point for
a whole range of creations: battles of colours, battles of flowers, naval battles,
knights in battle...

Author
HERVE TULLET
Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre (2 million copies sold
worldwide, 32 langages), Couleurs and On joue. Creator of about
50 children's books, Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises when
he meets children and the magic also works througt his muchawaited books.
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ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

195 x 195 mm
16 pages
4,90 €
From 3 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Contes à colorier
How to discover the traditional tales by drawing colouring
yourself through this new collection. 4 favourite tales.
Key Features
• All rounf activities: reading, colouring and drawing.
• Kiddies' favourite tales at an attractive price!
• The perfect buy for the holidays.

Contents
Number of titles available: 4
Boucle d'or
Cendrillon
Hänsel et Gretel
Les trois petits cochons
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ACTIVITIES

Livres jeux
Colouring with stencils - twice the fun!

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

215 x 245 mm
28 pages
5,55 €
From 3 years old

Key Features
• 28 pages of games and a stencil with a veriety of silouhettes.
• Competitive price.
• Funny illustrations.

Contents
RIGHTS SOLD

Number of titles available: 2
Chevaliers et pochoirs
Princesses et pochoirs
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ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

190 x 250 mm
16 pages
4,90 €
From 3 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Polish

Mes contes à coller
A new series to make sure children enjoy discovering the
classic tales.
Key Features
• 30 stockers to play with the heroes of famous tales.
• Designed to be used by young children without the help of an adult.
• A tale simply told, to be accessible to the youngest readers.

Contents
Number of titles available: 16
Baba Yaga
Blanche-Neige et les sept nains
Boucle d'or et les trois ours
Cendrillon
Hansel et Gretel
Jack et le haricot géant
La Belle au bois dormant
La princesse au petit pois
Le chat botté
Le loup et les sept chevreaux
Le petit Poucet
Le petit chaperon rouge
Le vilain petit canard
Les trois petits cochons
Poucette
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ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

190 x 250 mm
16 pages
4,90 €
From 3 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified), Polish

Mes docs à coller
The success of the 'Mes p'tits docs' series inspired Milan to
create a new non-fiction series of books with stickers. The
concept is simple but efficient: young children acquire their
first knowledge by placing stickers onto big pictures.
Key Features
• A competitive price for a new version with a different placing procedure to the
'P'tits docs' books.
40 stickers.
• A complement to 'P'tit docs' books.
• Effective illustrations and simple texts, ideal for young children.
• Can be used by children without the help of an adult.

Contents
Number of titles available: 55
Chez le docteur
L'espace
L'école maternelle NE
La Bretagne
La cantine
La mode
La nuit
La piscine
La plage
La rentrée scolaire
La savane
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MILAN

La station de ski
Le bricolage
Le bébé
Le camping NE

ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

230 x 310 mm
6 pages
16,99 €
From 3 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Complex), Chinese
(Simplified), Chinese (Simplified), Dutch, English (World),
Flemish, Italian

Livres magnétiques
For litle ones, a playful non-fiction series using 45 magnetic
pieces to enjoy matching elements with their environment.
Key Features
• On each double spread, a multitude of details to observe.
• Young readers have 45 magnets (characters, decors, furniture, decorative accessories...) to place wherever they think is right; inventing scenes.

Contents
Number of titles available: 10
L'océan magnétique
La ferme magnétique
Les bébés animaux magnétiques
Les dinosaures magnétiques
Les nouvelles maisons des petits amis
Les pirates magnétiques
Les pompiers magnétiques
Mes chantiers magnétiques
Mon école maternelle magnétique
Mosaïques magnétiques
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ACTIVITIES

Mes p'tits brico Popi

Marianne Vilcoq / CHARLOTTE VANNIER / Didier Bizet

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

My first activity book (from 2+) to enjoy all the year round with
Mum and Dad!

160 x 210 mm
96 pages
12,90 €
From 2 years old

5 activities linked to the news and the seasons. Games, things
to make and easy recipes to make with parents, to share unforgettable moments together!
Key Features

RIGHTS SOLD

• An awareness book to nurture creativity in very young children, as early as 2.
• A book that forges complicity and a strong child-parent bond. For a wide public:
parents, grandparents, nannies, nursey assistants, baby-sitters.
• Made by specialists of early childhood.

Contents
35 activities: games, things to make and easy recipes to try out with parents, arranged according to "topicality" and the seasons in the context of very young children’s lives. The aim is to help, reassure and accompany little ones in their everyday
lives throu-ghout the seasons. These activities, in the form of play, teach kiddies
many skills: cutting things out, gluing, assembling, drawing, association, folding,
painting, construction... and much more. They are made with simple materials one
finds in the home: wrappers, bottles, string, yoghurts, corks...

Author
Marianne Vilcoq
Marianne Vilcoq is a writer, designer and editor of a column in
Popi magazine.

Author
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CHARLOTTE VANNIER
Charlotte Vannier is a creator of objects and a photo stylist
working for the press and publishers of creative leisure.

Author
Didier Bizet

ACTIVITIES

La nature aux quatre saisons
Sandra Laboucarie

How the decor changes!
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

240 x 310 mm
48 pages
13,99 €
From 6 years old

Key Features
• On a big triptych, each season can be represented in its specific colours thanks
to electrostatic images.
• A great triptych with a background representing winter, the fourth season.
Repositionable stickers.

Contents
RIGHTS SOLD

Italian, Korean

In this book, youngsters can observe the elements that reveal nature’s changing
seasons: fauna, flora, fruit, clothing …

Author
Sandra Laboucarie
Sandra Laboucarie is a journalist and works regularly for Milan
Presse (Julie, 1 jour 1 actu) and Bayard Presse (Phosphore, Okapi).
In book publishing, she writes non-fiction for Tourbillon, Bayard
Editions and Nathan.
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ACTIVITIES

Ma première exploration de
l'espace

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

A big triptych planisphere with a map to observe the inside of
the international space station.

200 x 210 mm
45 pages
12,94 €
From 4 years old

Key Features
• Planets
• Stars
• Space machines...

RIGHTS SOLD

Italian

Contents
A book and 45 restickable stickers to complete triptych.
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ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

200 x 210 mm
80 pages
16,95 €
From 4 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Dutch, Flemish, Italian, Portuguese
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Mon premier atlas de la Terre
A planisphere, a book and a sticker board with 80 movable
stickers.
Key Features
• A large planisphere to put the stickers.
• 80 stickers to be positionned on oceans, continents, etc...
• A book information to go with will help the child to learn visually.

Contents
A cultural world tour, continent by continent, to observe animals, life in villages,
habitations, music instrument, different customs…80 to put back in situations on
the planishpere. Each sticker is staged and explained in the book. The child understands the cultural specificities of Europe, Asia, Africa, America and Oceania.

ACTIVITIES

Activités Montessori
Hélène Chetaud

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

330 x 240 mm
14 pages
12,50 €
From 3 years old

A new series of educational posters to help children to become independent and proud of their achievment!
Key Features
• A robust easel book with a bog, tractical format that the child can carry all around
the house.
• Developped following the learning principles of Montessori.
• To be autonomous when starting school.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents
Number of titles available: 6
Chevalet Memo - Mes 12 comptines de l'année
Chevalet Memo - Petits rituels de l'école maternelle
Chevalet Memo - Petits rituels de relaxation
Chevalet Memo - Petits rituels vers l'autonomie
Petits rituels pour bien vivre ensemble - Chevalet Memo
Petits rituels pour gérer mes émotions - Chevalet Memo

Illustrator
Hélène Chetaud
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ACTIVITIES

Ouvre l'oeil - Les illusions
d'optique du professeur Glouton
Matthias Malingrey

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

263 x 287 mm
13,99 €
From 4 years old

Optical illusions revisited in an animated book that tells a story!
Key Features
• A reading time to share with the child who participates in the action.
• Magic shadow cinema features with barrier grid.

RIGHTS SOLD

Castilian, Catalan, Chinese
(Complex), Dutch, Flemish,
Italian, Korean

• A book that arouses the child's curiosity and allows observation and manipulations of optical illusions.

Contents
A crazy story that moves along to the rhythm of the multiple animations, to initiate
children to optical illusions. 18 animated features to reveal the magic of optical
illusions.

Illustrator
Matthias Malingrey
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Trouve les animaux dingos
Monsieur Dupont

A seek-and-find game with crazy animals!
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

235 x 277 mm
32 pages
8,99 €
From 4 years old

Key Features
• A multitude of challenges on each double page.
• Animals, favorite theme with this age group.
• The game develops a sens of observation, visual discrimination and imagination.

Contents
RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified)

Every page brings a new scene where laughter is the key word. Children will need
to use their sense of observation to identify the little bears’ expressions, distinguish
the patterns on the sheep’s woollen pullovers, find the mice being chased by the
cats …The progressive complexity encourages the players to study each new picture more closely. The challenges are varied, differing from one page to the next.

Illustrator
Monsieur Dupont
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ACTIVITIES

Bric-à-boîtes

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Lots of tabs, flaps and pops: Look-and-find has never been
more fun! It’s the great mouse hunt!

258 x 227 mm

Key Features

17,99 €
From 3 years old

• Children — and grown-ups — will have fun lifting the flaps, pulling the tabs, and
giggling at the pop-ups.

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified), English
(World)

bayard
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• A Mouse Seek-and Peek Book is loads of fun for everyone.

Contents
Twelve mischievous mice are planning a party, so they start hunting for things for
the big event.
They look through all sorts of boxes that are piled high in the house, from basement to attic, and find hats, tools, eggs—and even dentures!

ACTIVITIES

Les super-labyrinthes de
l'espace
Loic Méhée

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

210 x 300 mm
26 pages
16,50 €
From 5 years old

Labyrinths with wheels, labyrinths with holes, 3D labyrinths,
labyrinths that unfold... Welcome to 'Les Super-labyrinthes de
l'espace'!
Key Features
• A book where labyrinths come to life!
• A story that needs the reader to progress.

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified)

Contents
The infamous Reductos has invented a vacuum cleaner to reduce the size of the
galaxies! Celeste and Neutrino, the intergalactic detectives, won’t just sit back and
let him! They set off to destroy the dreadful machine.
Go with Celeste and Neutrino and lead them through the labyrinth of the cosmos.
Watch out for dead-ends, monsters and black holes, and make sure the galaxies
get back to their normal dimensions!
A game book that plunges us into countless mazes, sometimes 3D and sometimes
with moving features.
Will you manage to thwart the horrible plans of Reductos?

Author
Loic Méhée
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ACTIVITIES

Cherche et trouve - La grande
évasion
Loic Méhée / Camille BALADI

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

230 x 255 mm
16 pages
19,90 €
From 6 years old

The concept of the ’seek-and-find’ game book has just entered a new dimension! Or, to be more precise, a third dimension...
Key Features
• 6 double pages of amazing pop-ups

RIGHTS SOLD

• A first level of difficulty for the first reading, the possibility to increase the challenge second time round.

Contents
To find the objects in this innovative pop-up book, readers have to look up, down,
forward and backward, pushing the limits of their own perception.

Author
Loic Méhée

Author
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Camille BALADI
Camille Baladi lives and works in Toulouse in the “Up up up”
workshop. She signs this book as author-paper engineer. She has
been working for several years with Editions Milan’s pop-up series.
She has also worked for Seuil Jeunesse, Tourbillon, Hachette,
Tana… and runs pop-up training workshops, her special expertise.

ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

230 x 260 mm
60 pages
12,90 €
From 5 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan, Chinese (Complex),
Chinese (Simplified), Dutch,
Flemish, Hungarian, Italian,
Japanese, Korean, Spanish
(World)

La famille Oukilé
In the Oukilé family, there's a dad, a mum, the children - Flore
& Nestor - not forgetting Opié, the dog. Look carefully! The
aime of the game is to find Mr and Mrs Oukilé, Flore, Nestor
and Opié in each busy scene.
Key Features
• Game-books: in twenty scenes, you have to find the members of the family as
well as some other elements in the text.
• Illustrations bustling with details and humour, children will love delving into them!
• Different formats: Board-books, bind-up...

Contents
Number of titles available: 20
Colle et colorie les animaux du monde avec la famille Oukilé
Colle et colorie les transports avec la famille Oukilé
LA FAMILLE OUKILÉ: BALADES EN MONTAGNE
LA FAMILLE OUKILÉ: WEEK-END EN VILLE
La famille Oukile se régale!
La famille Oukilé - Escapade en Europe
La famille Oukilé fait le tour du monde
La famille Oukilé globe-trotter
La famille Oukilé parle anglais
Le grand cahier d'activités de la famille Oukilé
Le grand cahier d'activités de la famille Oukilé: hiver
Le jeu de la famille Oukilé
Le tour de France de la famille Oukilé
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Le tour de France de la famille Oukilé
Le très grand voyage de la famille Oukilé

ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

220 x 220 mm
96 pages
12,95 €
From 5 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Basque, Catalan, Chinese (Simplified), Dutch, English (World),
Flemish, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish (World)

Cahiers créatifs
A collection of great activity books. Lots of fun while encouraging children's creativity... with a little touch of fantasy!
Key Features
• Activity books to develop your creative powers.
• More than 70 things to do and make: drawing, folding and cutting.
• Hours of pleasure for young and older kids!

Contents
Number of titles available: 4
Dessine-moi un mutant
Mon cahier d'activités créatives
Mon cahier d'activités tout fou
Mon cahier d'activités tout noir
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ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

205 x 275 mm
26 pages
5,50 €
From 5 years old

Les recettes du casse-noisette
Milan's children's department is lauching a series of cookery books! Flexible, with wipeable paper throughout, they are
perfectly adapted to little hands. In each book, there are five
recipes elaborated by a chef on one food type.
Key Features
• Varied and delicious recipes elaborated by a chef.
• Flexible cover, wipeable paper throughout, designed for little hands.

RIGHTS SOLD

• Beautiful and tempting illustrations, easy-to understand and perfectly adapted to
young children.

Contents
Number of titles available: 5
LA POMME DE TERRE
LA TOMATE
LA VANILLE
Le chocolat
Les gâteaux
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ACTIVITIES

Mes grands classiques de la
pâtisserie
Pierre-Olivier Lenormand / Amélie Falière

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

170 x 220 mm
132 pages
16,90 €
From 6 years old

50 French patisserie classics, to be made by young and
older cooks thanks to chef Pierre-Olivier Lenormand’s
recipes and Amélie Falière’s delicious illustrations.
Key Features
• The beginner’s illustrated baking bible!
• A book that will look great in your kitchen!

RIGHTS SOLD

• Amélie Falière’s clear, mouth-watering illustrations.

Contents
Each recipe has its own double-spread presentation: text on one side – how
long it takes, level of difficulty, ingredients, utensils, instructions – and step
by step illustrations on the opposite page. At the end of the book, an index
lets you select the dish according to your whims, time available or level of
difficulty. A glossary explains the technical terms used in the recipes. You’ll
soon be chatting like a real pastry cook!
All the recipes can be made by beginners thanks to chef Pierre-Olivier
Lenormand’s ins-tructions, making all the technical gestures accessible.

Author
Pierre-Olivier Lenormand
Pierre-Olivier Lenormand is the chief in "Le Casse-Noix" restaurant
in Paris's 15th district.

Illustrator
Amélie Falière
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ACTIVITIES

Jeu Ariol - Le kolektor

EMMANUEL GUIBERT / MARC BOUTAVANT

A fun game of strategy.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

120 x 120 mm
7,90 €
From 6 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Key Features
• Bayard explores a new universe: board games for kids and adults to play together.
• An invitation to play with Ariol!

Contents
Ariol loves the Chevalier Cheval, hero of the stars. Be the first player to collect 4
Chevalier Cheval pictures. Careful! You don't want to be blocked or robbed by the
other players!

Author
EMMANUEL GUIBERT

Illustrator
MARC BOUTAVANT
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ACTIVITIES

Jeux et jouets Mortelle Adèle

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Hilarious challenges or game of strategy: an invitation to play
with Mortelle Adèle !

150 x 150 mm

Key Features

10,90 €
From 7 years old

• Board game for kids and adults to play together.

RIGHTS SOLD

Number of titles available: 2

Contents

Jeu Mortelle Adèle - Défis mortels
Jeu Mortelle Adèle - Poussez-vous les moches!
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ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

216 x 246 mm
16 pages
11,90 €
From 5 years old

Papier, colle, ciseaux
A brand new creative leisure series: all paper ans ready to
use! In a plain card box (printed two colours), you'll find: a
16-page instruction booklet + 15 sheets to make stylish, zany
and funny paper toys.
Key Features
• Simple and joyable: 'Do It Yourself'.
• To make immediately: no preparation required.

RIGHTS SOLD

• Creative leisure with topical touch.

Contents
Number of titles available: 3
Crazy créatures
Crazy guirlandes
Crazy insectes
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ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

215 x 245 mm
48 pages
11,90 €
From 5 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Qui est le coupable ?
An interactive book on the theme of the famous Guess Who?
game. Fifteen boxes with characters on the cover, which can
be closed by a sliding flap. Fifteen inverstigation stories where
tangible clues point to the culprit.
Key Features
• A game-book based on two key principles: the investigation and physical observation, it's Cluedo and Guess Who combined.
• The setting is rich in references: fairy tale castle and its emblematic characters.
• Funny, larger than life stories that make enjoyable reading and are not simply an
accessory for the game.

Contents
Number of titles available: 4
Qui est le coupable? Chez les pirates
Qui est le coupable? Au manoir
Qui est le coupable? Le château
Qui est le coupable au zoo?
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ACTIVITIES

Mon atlas à colorier

Charlotte LE BRETON / DELPHINE (AKI) MACH

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

270 x 300 mm
15,90 €

This big atlas is an opportunity for kids who are about to leave
primary school to discover geography in the most entertaining way...
Key Features
• An original book of the same format as 'Plumes, ecailles et crayons de couleur'
• A new concept on the market: an atlas kids will enjoy making their very own.
• A category that's increasingly popular in non-fiction today.

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified), German,
Polish, Russian

• 88 pages, from 8 years old.

Contents
You find lots of atlases on the children's non-fiction shelves: learning languages
in primary school has encouraged parents to let their children discover the lands
beyond their own borders.
This atlas - the first of its kind - really stands out from the bunch. It invites children
to interact; the many activities help them assimilate the information given on each
page. They can sen postcards to their friends, colour in monuments, make an
Italian dessert, place stickers representing fish in the seas of Oceania...
In the same format as the big colour-in book Plumes, écailles et crayons de couleur, published in June by Bayard, this isn't just another 'extracurricular' book; more
like an enjoyable discovery of our world and all its riches. The atlas is divided into
distinct parts (recognisable by a colour code) each part corresponding to one of
the continent. Similar themes are treated in each part, but in different ways: climate, countryside, gastronomy, culture, leisure, crafts, custums... and many more.

Author
Charlotte LE BRETON
After 15 years as a children’s editor, Anne-Sophie Cayrey has
published children’s activity books, picture books and non-fiction
for numerous publishing houses. At the same time, she develops
digital projects for a digital television channel as well as apps for
children.
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Illustrator
DELPHINE (AKI) MACH

ACTIVITIES

Les villes du monde en 15
labyrinthes
Antoine Corbineau

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

230 x 310 mm
36 pages
14,90 €
From 8 years old

From the famous Manhattan district in New York to Kyoto
with its countless temples, taking in Rio and its legendary
beaches, Les Villes du monde en 15 labyrinthes launches
young readers on a playful and cultural journey of discovery.
Key Features
• Mazes bursting with details.

RIGHTS SOLD

Castilian

• Can be read at several levels, playful, cultural and informative.

Contents
15 world-famous towns reveal their riches and curiosities!
New York,Barcelona, Jerusalem,
Rio de Janero, Berlin, Jodhpur,
Marrakech, Stockholm, Kyoto,
London, Istanbul, Sydney,
Paris, St Petersburg, Venice.

Illustrator
Antoine Corbineau
Antoine Corbineau, who was born in 1982, is a French multitalented creator. A graduate of the Camberwell College of Arts in
London (BA 2006) and the École supérieure des arts décoratifs de
Strasbourg (MA 2007), he has worked with well-known design and
advertising agencies all over the world.
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ACTIVITIES

Le monde en 15 labyrinthes
Caroline SELMES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

240 x 320 mm
36 pages
13,90 €
From 8 years old

Le Monde en 15 labyrinthes launches the young reader on an
enjoyable and cultural quest to discover the world’s curiosities and beauty!
Key Features
• Generous format.
• Can be read at several levels.
• Pert and direct.

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified), Dutch,
Flemish, Ukrainian

• Magnificent illustrations by Caroline Selmes.

Contents
To each maza, it's quest! The young reader may have to go in search of an animal,
or to find the couple in the rocks of Bryce Canyon, or count the number of iguanas
in a scene... By tracing the maze with their fingertips, children encounter elements
that represent the patrimony of the region in question: fauna, flora, crafts, architecture, temples...
There are 15 mazes: Amazonian Rainforest, Great Barrier Reef, Polynesia, African
Savannah,Ha Long Bay, Bryce Canyon, Cappadocia, Madagascar, The Mexican
Desert, The Great Canadian Lakes, Iceland, an Inca site, China, the Ice Field.

Illustrator
Caroline SELMES
Caroline Selmes has produced several books for grown-ups
and children, published by Laurence King, Lunwerg and 24 ORE
Cultura. She also works for the press, advertising and decoration.
When she is not drawing, she is travelling round the globe,
practicing yoga, making ceramics and dancing the salsa.
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ACTIVITIES

100 % styliste

Marie Lévêque / Roxane Lapassade / Victoria Jacob

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

300 x 210 mm
58 pages
16,90 €
From 7 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

100 % styliste: a book that tells you how to design your own
fashion!
Key Features
• The world of fashion: a dream for children.
• Lots of quality bonuses: plasticized stencils, stickers, sheets of motifs…
• Inspiring illustrations give clear instructions to make drawing easy.

Contents
Welcome to the world of high fashion! With this activity book, learn to design and
create your own collection, clothes and accessories...
A step-by-step introduction to the fashion world. There's lots of advice to choose
your brand name, create your collection, (clothes and accessories), draw silhouettes, choose harmonising colours and materials. Children discover the major
styles, great designers...
On the agenda:
Fifteen pages to present the styles: Romantic, Baby doll, Indian, Cow girl, Rock,
Pin-up, Sailor, Hippie, School girl, Kawaii, Red carpet, Sport, Gothic, Asian look,
Geometric, Jungle...
Fifteen workshops to create motifs, models, etc: flowery patterns, hair jewellery,
belts, bags and badges, jeans, sunglasses, skirts and stripes, trousers, shorts and
dungarees, hats, batik, flat shoes, earrings, jackets, checked cloth, bracelets and
necklaces, high heels and black dresses, ethnic motifs, bridal dresses, fashion of
the future....
Complete with stencils, stickers, pages of motifs...
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Author
Marie Lévêque
Marie Lévêque is passionately interested in design and creates
corporate identities for companies, decors for tableware as well
as artistic direction… She is also devoted to painting and illustrating
for children and organises art workshops for the very young.

Illustrator
Roxane Lapassade
Roxane Lapassade is a young illustrator who studied Applied Arts
at the Emile Cohl School. She has been drawing since she learned
to hold a pencil! Keen on fashion, she works mainly in advertising,
but also for the press and publishing.

Author
Victoria Jacob
Victoria Jacob loves gold shoes and knitting over-sized pullovers!
This mother of two girls excels in the (complex) art of fishtail
braiding! She is deputy editor of the magazine J’aime lire Max and
the "Je Bouquine" series. She is hooked on fiction for early teens.

ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

300 x 210 mm
58 pages
11,90 €
From 8 years old

100% Activités
A collection of flip chart-style activity books for 7-12 year
olds. Cooking reciepes, scientific experiments, magic tricks...
something to suit all tastes and interests!
Books that make ideal gifts for any occasion...
Key Features
• A practical format, easy-to-consult while following the instructions.

RIGHTS SOLD

Arabic (world), Chinese (Simplified), Portuguese, Spanish
(World), Turkish

• An entertaining approach and a wide range of things to do or make.
• A success in France, first in the magazines Astrapi and Images Doc, then in thye
bookshops with 85,000 copies sold to date.

Contents
Number of titles available: 24
100% espion
100% BD
100% Cobayes! Vol. 1
100% Cobayes! Vol. 2 - Magique ou scientifique?
100% Glaces
100% bricos du monde
100% casse-tête
100% chocolat
100% cuisine du monde
100% excellent! Les 120 meilleures recettes d'Atrapi
100% fêtes - Plein d'idées pour s'amuser toute l'année
100% illusions d'optique
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100% labo
100% magicien
100% magique!

ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

190 x 250 mm
160 pages
11,90 €
From 8 years old

Copain activités
This compilation of the best "Copains" activities incites all the
imagination and skills of young readers.
Key Features
• A new lay-out with clear, uncluttered pages to follow the stages of the treasure
hunt more easily.
• A modern, attractive design.
• Treasure hunts that are easy to organize.

RIGHTS SOLD

Contents

Turkish
Number of titles available: 7
Copain - 150 activités nature
Copain - Activités aux 4 saisons
Copain - Activités pour tous les jours
Copain - Anniversaires
Copain - Chasses au trésor
Copain - Tours de magie
Énigmes et casse-tête
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ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

165 x 135 mm
96 pages
8,90 €
From 8 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Copain jeux
Wherever you are, with a minimum of material and a few rules
to follow, there's always something for you and your pals to
do thanks to games with balls, balloons or tricks to prepare.
Key Features
• More than 80 pages of activities divided into parts: games with balls, balloons etc.
• Classics revisited, as well as original games.
• The rules are a framwork for social exchange: a good player respects the others,
keeps an eye on his surroundings, never cheats or bursts into a fit of temper.
• A small format, flexible and easy to hande, slips into any bag.

Contents
Number of titles available: 6
Copain - Déguisements
Copain - En voyage
Copain - Farces et attrapes
Copain - Jeux d'eau
Copain - Jeux de billes, balles, ballons
Copain- Sciences futées
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ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

240 x 240 mm
64 pages
12,50 €
From 8 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified), Dutch,
Finnish, Flemish, German

Accros de la nature
Beautiful illustrated books and practical guides, the titles in
this new collection invite young readers to plunge into nature
and exploit its resources in an original way!
Key Features
• Each title presents fifty projects with detailed technical explanation for each one.
• Step-by-step instructions to make a variety of objects, and examples of applications.
• Clear and inspiring illustrations, between production and reflection, art and expertise.
• A must for all nature-lovers!

Contents
Number of titles available: 4
Bâtons et bouts de ficelle
La pêche
Le livre des cabanes
Le livre des jeux de piste et des chasses au trésor
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ACTIVITIES

Let's go
Interactive books that make it fun to learn English.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

175 x 205 mm
26 pages
13,90 €
From 8 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified), Italian,
Korean

For children who are starting to learn English during the last
years of primary school, a new concept in tab books to revise
their first notions in play.
Key Features
• A new concept that lets childrenlearn/revise English: the 'big tabs' reveal the correct answers to questions and make learning more amusing.
• A popular theme in the book shops: learning English in primary school.

Contents
Number of titles available: 3
Let's go on holiday
Let's go to school
Let's go to the USA!
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ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

202 x 292 mm
64 pages
11,90 €
From 8 years old

RIGHTS SOLD

Chinese (Simplified), Korean

Énigmes à tous les étages
A series of clever book-games that fold and are transformed
at each new investigation for the pleasure of the reader who
will become a detective for the occasion!
Key Features
• Mysteries: a popular theme in book shops today.
• Fascinating book/game that sharpen young readers' observation skills.
• An original concept: the book folds and is gradually transformed as the story
progress.
• Previsous tomes are a big success:
Enigmes à tous les étages 1: 33 000 copies sold
Enigmes à tous les étages 2: 18 000 copies sold

Contents
Number of titles available: 5
Enigmes à tous les étages 5 / FRISSONS
Énigmes à tous les étages T. 1
Énigmes à tous les étages T. 2
Énigmes à tous les étages T.3, L'immeuble aux espions
Énigmes à tous les étages T.4, À Paris
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ACTIVITIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

160 x 210 mm
160 pages
13,90 €
From 8 years old

Encyclo Passion
Easy to handle, ideal for all the young animal, astronomy,
danse lovers!
Key Features
• A thumb index presents 80 recto/verso files on different subjects.
• Rich in information, illustrations and photos.

Contents
RIGHTS SOLD

Number of titles available: 4
Passion astronomie - L'encyclo
Passion astronomie - L'encyclo du jeune véto
Passion cheval - L'encyclo
Passion danse - L'encyclo
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